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Abstract
The modern phenomena “technoculture”, is explained by Shaw in great detail. Technoculture
addresses various questions that emerge when we consider our relationship with technology. The
manner, in which we use, produce a defined technology, it turns out cultural structuring and the role
of culture adapting to changes. In turn, this technocultural stance influences education. I argue that
our understanding of the effects of techno-culture directly influences our understanding of teaching
and learning. Moreover, our understanding of the use of technology in teaching and learning leads
the way for understanding the learning process and how information is perceived in our post-modern
society. This perception directly influences our methodologies of teaching in various techno-cultural
spaces we inhabit.
Learning and the web has a different perspective from what is commonly believed by web designers.
Most websites have the purpose of marketing and sales while educational website is mostly contain
information. More often, educational websites may be misleading as they merely attempt sales and
marketing to the education industry. However, Hamilton explains a recent phenomenon of neuro
Web design, which takes into account human factors when technologies used. Motivation, decisionmaking, and neuroscience, are used when developing websites which encompass neuro Web design
as being an educational methodology. I further argue that technologies other than the www can
also be used to an educational purpose and expand neuro Web design as educational methodology.
Subsequently, the same underlying theories used for marketing strategies, also used for educational
purposes. However, the intensity of human engagement in neuro Web design can also be applied
with other teaching technologies. Hamilton’s statement that neuro Web design merges "different
fields of psychology, neuroscience, and use experience in understanding how and why we react to
things we may not fully realise", presumes an investigation into "new" constructive pedagogy is.
Therefore, I proffer that the methodologies and strategies used in neuro with design can also be used
in Cultural Historical Activity Theory (CHA T) consequence in modern activity design. Ultimately, this
is assumed to lead to better engagement of learners as to enhance their learning experience.

1.

Introduction

The rationale of the study came about from my being a teaching and learning consultant at the
University of Johannesburg (UJ). Through many observations and recurring phenomena; regular
telephone calls, and consultations which clued to departmental training sessions, redesigning
training strategies with lecturers and addressing problems experienced by teaching staff, I concluded
that the forthcoming categories are developmental issues experienced among teaching staff directly
related to using technology for teaching and learning. Therefore, the Centre for Technology Assisted
Learning (CenTAL) at UJ is currently redesigning a theoretical framework for teaching and learning
with technology and for developing academic staff.
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This research aims to investigate the following polemics that exists related to teaching and learning
with technology:







fear of exploring modern teaching methods involving learning technologies;
all teaching staff are not au fait with e-learning principles;
the demand for teaching skills in society, and therefore the student community, is opposed
to the position in society towards modernisation;
new knowledge is conveyed to students as a linear thinking process, whereas the availability
of information has habilitated students to be parallel thinkers;
tool-mediated learning requires proper activity design to facilitate the students learning
experience and should not primarily focus on tangible “ product” delivering by the student;
the different generations, over the spectrum in higher education, have different approaches
to teaching and learning.

I have always been intrigued with why students can do the following: After watching a 90 min
movie, students are able to: remember to plot, quote from the film, remember complex social
situations, are able to discuss events and circumstances associate with characters, analyse the movie
and events, are able to synthesise an alternative ending, are able to predict a sequel, etc. Can we
conclude the same a 90 min lecture, a 45 min lecture, after a synchronous online discussion?
However, advertising and marketing in business seems to have a lasting effect on students and have
an impact on their opinions.
This paper presents the various interrelated theories encompassing learning and neuro design
substantiating by the analysis of an array of examples applied at the University of Johannesburg. It
further demonstrates analyses of various strategies as to point out pitfalls when merging technology
into teaching and learning. This is applied against activity theory related design. The paper starts
with explaining Connectivism as learning theory and why creative input with activity is needed within
modernisation of the technoculture we consume. Thereafter, a UCLA conducted in 2011, presents an
argument on whether the use of the Internet enhances brain activity. This argument leads to Shaw’s
argumentative claim on the impact of technology on society (2003). The arguments are then
focussed on an indicative study done by Saunders (2011) and his findings on the Y generation of
South Africa and their current trends to using technology and how it influencs the way in which this
generation learns. The “Quick Fix phenomenon” seems to be the solutions for these youngsters and
is discussed against the background of a study done by Levis and Oosthuizen (2012).
A discussion based on how activities should be designed, taking the arbitrary use of technology in
regard, will follow. CHAT is discussed followed by descriptions of NLP and NWD which cannot be
overlooked when rich activities are designed. Basic NLP techniques, NWD techniques and CHAT
show to overlap when activities are designed to engage students in learning experience
incorporating knowledge, attitudes, values, and skills are acquired. This is further largely related to
techniques used in business and marketing. The paper will present a few examples, thereafter will
conclude and will end with a summary.
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2.

Research approach

The research approach of this study is theoretical. However, I attempt to find and seek the answers
of these questions from the new generational perspective of students. I also attempt to investigate
what existing knowledge and how the social interaction among students can give us a definite way
forward for new pedagogy for our future education and a means for parallel thinking for our current
and future students. Although it might be superfluous to make a statement like this, I intend to try
and answer the following questions by examining a vast range of literature studies as well as looking
at actual examples of what has been highly effective at the University of Johannesburg. Moreover, I
also attempt to look at neurolinguistic programming as well as neuro Web design incorporated with
cultural, historical activity theory (CHAT). These questions, related to business and the way in which
business strategies designed, are mostly related to educational approaches in activity design. I pose
the following questions, and attempt to see who is involved in these processes:
Q: Who is the supplier of knowledge and skills in an educational situation?
A: All stakeholders (including re-sources).
Q: Who is the supplier of attitudes and values in an educational situation?
A: All stakeholders (including resources).
Q: Who role models professionalism in an educational situation?
A: All stakeholders (including resources).
Q: What constitutes a graduate learning program-the demand from the consumer?
A: The learning experience.
From a business venture perspective, we are innovating education for future generations. Leading
issues in innovative research complies largely with educational perspectives related to the teaching
and learning "business". Clydesdale in Chauvel (2011:157) argues that "an emphasis on supply,
demand and equilibrium has constrained entrepreneurial education." This argument entails the fact
that one cannot limit the process of education to be a good businessman and not be a good server
of knowledge, attitudes, values, and skills.
The author argues further that "… The
creativity/discovery spectrum which recognises that each opportunity has its own particular
combination of creation and discovery activities depending on the work an entrepreneur must do to
bring opportunity into existence." (op. cit.). In the same stance, we cannot avoid the phenomenon
whereby our modern society, as part of technoculture in modernisation, sees that "cyberspace is an
aspect of abstract space produced by communications and information technologies, which
succeeds the wilderness of outer space as the 'new frontier'" (Shaw, 2008:123). We therefore have
to find an appropriate pedagogical approach to describe the way in which e-learning is incorporated
into cultural historical activity theory, neurolinguistic programming and neuro Web design.
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3.

Connectivism as pedagogical approach

Pedagogy cannot be incorporated unless the approach is explained. When I started the investigation
with the study, I realised that there is a lot of learning theories involved. One can arguably agree that
learning theories are not interrelated. However, there must be a specific learning theory addressing
the specific need, perspective, approach, and constitution of the pedagogy that will be followed
when technology is involved. Moreover, one can hardly tackle higher pedagogical theory if classical
learning theories such as behaviourism, constructivism, and cognitivism are combined into an
existing learning theory. This combination is formulated by Siemens (2005: online) as the learning
theory of connectivism. The author, as originator of this learning theory, explains that "connectivism
presents a model of learning that acknowledges the tectonic shifts in society where learning is no
longer an internal, individualistic activity. How people work and function is altered when new tools
are utilised. The field of education has been slow to recognise both the impact of new learning tools
and the environmental changes in what it means to learn. Connectivism provides insight into
learning skills and tasks needed for learners to flourish in a digital era." Nowadays, the learning
theory of connectivism explains the way in which students learn via digital tools on various social
media platforms. The question remains, however, on how these digital resources are utilised to
have an impact on learning and to be used as every day tools in our technoculture. Moreover, the
usage and utilisation of these tools have become habit to our Y-generation. From this claim, it is not
difficult to see the reason for the Y-generation also to be known as the ‘Net-generation’.
It can further be argued that in industry "… the utilisation of the organisation memory of the
technology infrastructure does not guarantee that appropriate information is used in appropriate
circumstances or that information is appropriately updated. In other words, previous memories
reflect a world that is only partially understood and assimilated, which might lead individuals to
doing the wrong things right or the right things wrong." (Cegarra-Navarro,Cepeda-Carrion &
Jimenez-Jimenez in Chauvel 2011:2-3). After considering whether students should really be
encouraged to bring cell phones to class, Orlando (2011: online) says: “For one, students will
eventually be entering the working world where these devices are ubiquitous. Look at any business
meeting and you will find everyone with smart phones or laptops. The restriction on their use
amounts to telling students that they need to go back to using pen and paper for notetaking, like the
60’s. We are preparing students for a world that no longer exists.” He pleads further that instead of
“fighting the digital movement, try treating it as a collaborator in the learning process and a way to
get all of your students involved in class.” Therefore these authors claim that modern students are
familiar with the Internet, and questions if using the Internet restricts there thinking skills?
The BBC reports that a study on this topic has been done at UCLA. Prof Gary Smith was the leading
researcher who already published the research in 2008 in the American Journal of Geriatric
Psychiatry. MRI scans show that brain areas used, while reading and surfing the web, are those
associated with regions of the brain controlling language, reading, memory and visual abilities. The
report states that: "… The web search task produced significant additional activity in separate areas
of the brain which control decision-making and complex reasoning – but only in those who were
experienced web users." (BBC report, 2008: online). Figure 1 shows photographs of these MRI scans
as given in the BBC report. It seems since 2008 the conclusion of this report is up to the reader. Yet
if we take in regard our technocultural society, there are many reasons why the conclusions of this
report influences our perception of the use of technology in education related to cultural historical
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activity theory, neurolinguistic programming, and neuro Web design. I observe that modern
students, who are familiar with the Internet, should be acquainted or yearn for more stimulation if
they grew up in 21st century technoculture. The study was done mostly with middle aged people.
Therefore I assume that the effect may be larger on younger, technologically inclined people.

Figure 1: Brain activity related to web-usage (BBC, 2008)
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3.1

Shaw's claim on technoculture

Tools have been part of defining humans since prehistory. The late modern period clearly shows
social changes compelled by technological innovation in history. Since the late 1900s changes have
occurred in social structures, patterns of work, and social life. Technology has influenced cultural
institutions and how various cultural artefacts are expressed (e.g. painting, architecture, dance,
drama and literature). The arts provide us with "a focus for working through our responses to
cultural change and can be read as representing the state of knowledge about the world in any given
historical period or in any given culture." (Shaw, 2008:3). She concludes that: "[therefore] certain
cultural artefacts can be analysed as instrumental in both structuring and reflecting responses to the
impact of technologies on social organisation and everyday life." (op. cit.). From this philosophical
explanation, one can reflect on history and what has happened in educational development.
However, we have to take into account our current situation and the current developments in South
Africa, which will clearly have a technocultural impact on our modern civilisation and the way we
teach.
The same author also states that we have always worked with tools and therefore the focus of work
has become more digital in a specific given historical period in time. Just like the Industrial
Revolution had an impact on society, Shaw's argument can relate to a recent study on the Y
generation in South Africa.

3.2

Y generation and Net generation arguments

Mike Saunders (2011: online) did a study with 144 students of an average age of 18 who are
currently first year students or in the first year after school. Saunders state that although this is a
small sample group, the study is still indicative of what is happening in South Africa. The following
conclusions have been made about the Y generation of South Africa:






There is a similarity with the global Y generation characteristics.
Communication preferences of Facebook and BBM over other platforms.
50% of the students preferred Facebook as a search engine and the other half preferred
Google as a search engine.
MXit is used less than one hour per day.
Facebook is used up to 5 hours per day.

Choices made by the Y generation in South Africa. Includes:




Internet over magazines.
Cell phone of Internet.
Tertiary education over the Internet.

Another interesting finding was that e-mails started to lose its effectiveness for this generation.
However, 85% have an e-mail address, but only half of them check it more than once a month. On
the contrary, 99% use the Internet of which most of them takes about two hours a day. Facebook is
not seen as the Internet and 73% access the Internet on the phone even though more than 90%
have the Internet at home. This study also revealed that other social networks being used by the
____________________________
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South African Y generation are BBM (Blackberry messenger) and Skype. This brings me back to the
million-dollar question stated earlier on, namely, why students can remember a 90 minute movie
but not much of a lecture of the same duration. This possibly have been habilitated because
“*h+aving been raised in an age of media saturation and convenient access to digital technologies,
Net Geners have distinctive ways of thinking, communicating, and learning” (Oblinger & Oblinger,
2005; Prenzky, 2006; Tascott 1998 in Levin & Oosthuizen, 2012: online). A preliminary assumption
for what might be that the reason for this is the same reason why people do not read the manual
first or never bother to read the complete help file as there is no "quick fix".

3.3

The ‘Quick Fix’ phenomenon

The availability of information in our postmodern society, has conditioned us to find quick answers
and quick solutions. Largely contributing to this condition, is the Internet which gives us information
on practically anything we immediately want to know. From a business perspective, Levin and
Oosthuizen (2012:online) state, with regards to the younger generation, that: “… the more crowded
their lives become with ‘web clutter’, the more resistant young urbanities become to brand and
other non-peer communication (on and off the web) that doesn’t meet their needs or appeal to
them immediately.” The authors argue that a high level of inequality (according to the UN, 57.8%)
reveals that these young consumers have high expectations from life and are not really concerned
with real world income. They further explain that the younger South African generations show an
appetite for “dark side” movies, television programmes and media. They conclude that: “The postrecessionary consumer has tired of inflated brand promises and idealised nuclear family narratives,
but they’re easily engrossed by storylines so far-removed from their lives that it provides real
fantastical escape.” (op.cit).
Net Geners, however, claim that they do not have enough time and dispute a dearth of attention
span (Barnes, Meratio & Ferris, 2007: online). The Y generation (Net Geners) also need time for a
quick relaxation or “chilling” (mostly stated on social networks). I argue and agree that this
generation further advocates that, because of a lack of time, they are required to multitask.
Moreover, they need things to be available on demand and adore the notion of a “quick fix.” The
same authors maintain that it is important for educators to understand this notion. They further
suggest that “… when Net Geners complain that a particular subject is unnecessary, they may not be
expressing a lack of interest. Rather, the range of activities demanding the time and attention of
young people may make them less patient with lessons that do not directly apply to their chosen
career.” (op.cit.). The authors conclude that the younger generation multitasks because it “simply
help them get everything done.” They further maintain that whatever the enthusiasm, “educators
must contend with the fact that multitasking is a way of life for many of today’s students.”
Considering the use of technology for multitasking, I agree with Perez (2008: online) who already
stipulated generalisations about technologies, used by the same generation, and still applicable four
years down the line. The reasons why the Y generation is changing the web, according to Perez
(2008: online) are in general:
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They’re plugged in;



TV isn’t king;



They don’t care about your ad, they care about what their friends think;



Work isn’t their whole world;



They’re socially conscious.

This phenomenological evolution and Generation Y technoculture encompasses:


Internet TV;



They want to control the socialising rules;



Marketing has to change (and thus the way in which we “sell” knowledge and skills);



Work tools need to mirror web tools;



Web sites need to cater to shorter attention spans;



Strong affiliation with mobile Web.

Therefore, the familiarity with technology, multitasking for a quick fix, and the attention span further
pose three challenging questions to this research, namely:
a) Considering the current technoculture of the Y generation in South Africa currently in higher
education, does “E” still have to be part of “E-learning”?
b) How should activities be designed to have an impression on student learning and thus an
optimal learning experience?
c) How should the activities embed knowledge, attitudes, values, and skills?
I believe the focus may just be in a fusion of Cultural Historical Activity Theory (CHAT), Neuro
Linguistic Programming (NLP), and Neuro Web Design (NWD).

4.

Cultural Historical Activity Theory (CHAT)

CHAT was further developed by Engeström in 1987. It originated for social constructivism as an
earlier development from Vygotsy (1933/1978). This theory is circumscribed in a diagram and is a
subject-object-tool triad expanded to include the community and the division of labour to better the
understanding of human activity and work.
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Figure 2: Activity system diagram (in Amory, 2012:2)
Amory (2012:3-6) explains that CHAT functioning as an activity system (figure 2), is appropriate for
designing activities. However, the focus of the design should not be on which tools should mediate
and undersign the activity design. Rather, the focus should be on the object of the activity steered by
the outcome of what the learner should reach. He argues that the role of technology, as tool in this
activity system, can mislead the learning guidance to be instructivist and forfeits social
constructivism. I agree that this approach opposes the current technoculture of our students and
that the focus should directly align the activity with a proposed outcome and, on the contrary,
establish social constructivism amongst the “actors” in the system. Thus, not focussing on the tool(s)
to be used, proper rules, learning community engagement, and the division of labour, becomes
appropriate.
From a business perspective, the diagram poses Production, Consumption, Exchange and
Distribution, orientated towards Action and Engagement. I argue that the interrelationship of these
aspects brings about considerations for good activity design. Within the given activity system, the
learning ecosystem should be incorporated. A learning ecosystem adds a social dimension to be
considered when designing an activity (Clarey, 2009: online). I therefore propose another dimension
to the given activity system. This is the learning ecosystem wherein the student is instituted when
embarking on a learning experience guided by activity.
A learning ecosystem, as described by Clarey (2009:online), has the following constitutes:






A world-view;
Information;
Reflective thinking;
Experience;
Technology;
____________________________
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Work environment, and
Social interaction.

These constitutes echo the working environment which students are should be prepared for upon
graduation – when all the outcomes have been achieved. Within this technoculture space as mean, I
argue that these constitutes should be integral to activity design.
However, Production, Consumption, Exchange and Distribution, orientated towards Action and
Engagement, combined with the deeper constitutes of a learning ecosystem seems to intersect
within its components. There are thus intersections between an activity system and a learning
ecosystem. This intersection and interactions of the two systems provides leverage for designing
activities in more than one dimension. These intersections are shown in figure 3.

Figure 3: Intersections of a learning ecosystem and an activity system

There is thus a need for equipping students to function as citizens in a technoculture of our
postmodern, digital-orientated society. Such strategies might be founded in the science of Neuro
Linguistic Programming.
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5.

Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP)

This is a science which is a powerful tool for both student and teacher. An academic and lecturer, is
after all selling a body of knowledge. The package we want the student to ‘buy into’ contains
founded knowledge, how to apply the knowledge (skills), being professional (attitude), and
embedding a professional set of beliefs towards the field of study (values). In other words,
‘Education is the business.’ “Neuro Linguistic Programming (NLP) is a method used in business to
improve performance. It contains techniques that help to change your patterns of thought,
emotions and behaviour in positive ways” (Boyes, 2010:8).
This paper does not aim to discuss all the techniques of NLP. However, figure 4 shows a summary
and outline of the available techniques which Boyes (2008: Chapter 1-8) discusses in great length. I
proffer that these techniques are inseparable from activity design and ensures a learning experience.

Figure 4: Outline of NLP techniques (Boyes, 2010)
____________________________
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Classic social constructivism demands from individuals to consent their individual values and
attitudes. Within educational perspective, is this not “intrinsic motivation” that is mostly never
discussed as a skill which is part of activity design? Moreover, if we want to embed a culture of
lifelong learning, does NLP not provide the mystical tools continuously yet unintentionally at work? I
postulate that NLP techniques are also tools at play while students are not fully engaged with
technological tools as part of their learning experience. The challenge thus far is to design authentic
activities within the demands of a South African technocultural perspective. I am further of meaning
that this leads the way for extending the learning experience which is much broader than the
immediate learning environment. These arguments cross the boundaries from cognition to metacognition and even into the subconscious mind. Bearing the latter claim in mind, one finds
similarities in the field of Neuro Web Design.

6.

Neuro Web Design (NWD)

Engaging with the web as part of a learning experience directly influences a person’s learning
experience. Weinschenk (2009: 2-3) explains that: “Your Web experiences are highly influenced by
unconscious thoughts and actions that are controlled by various parts of your brain.” She further
explains that this influences marketing and taking cognisance of what is happening on web sites. I
forward this summary of Weinschenk’s principles to be incorporated and considered during web
activities.

Figure 5: Neuro web design principles (Weinschenk, 2009)
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I argue that the web experience of a student, used as part of a learning activity, directly influences
the richness of the student’s learning experience. A further postulation is that the NWD principles
forwarded, should also be considered as pedagogical principles, especially where activities are
designed to be web-based. Assimilating earlier discussions in this paper, short attention span and
preferred multitasking, should not become constraint when the student engages with the web
(which most of the time is unavoidable). A 2011-2012 survey done at UJ, posed a question on access
to technology. The findings are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: First year access to technologies during their studies (UJ, 2011-2012)

Considerations such as simple navigation and download time should not obstruct the ‘flow’ of the
learning experience for the student unless intended. Other constraint that causes frustration among
students and lecturers are:







Activities cause obstacles when: Learning experience ≠ Web experience;
Activities are briefed within a F2F (face-to-face) class/meeting where expectations are
created followed by F2F (supposed to be debriefing) resulting in only assessing if everyone is
on the same page. This causes students to question their abilities to work independent.
Accessibility to devices such as iPhones, laptops, iPods, memory sticks, DVD/CD writers and
iPads is not encouraged;
Web access – too much time standing in queues at computer laboratories. This causes
consequential over printing and excessive use of paper;
Quick fix is redundant searches from Google and Wikipedia often resulting in plagiarism.
____________________________
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In view of CHAT, a demand from the activity designer is to prepare activities bearing in mind that
bandwidth is a problem in Africa. Shorter activities or activities that are more diverse, by using
various tools, should be exercised.

7.

Examples of CHAT, NLP and NWD integration

The following examples are given as to give an indication of the how activities were designed by
attempting integrating CHAT, NLP and NWD.
Example 1: Language and Skills for Science (DVD)
A lecture is presented by DVD in many venues or by streaming from a remote classroom. The
lecturer is shown on a big screen in the laboratory.
Students are watching the lecture from a computer laboratory on campus and are interactively
involved with activities on the computer. An assignment has to be completed by the end of the
lecture. Tutors assist in the classroom management.
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Example 2: Law discussions

Lecturers and tutors are online after the Students participate in a formal discussion group under
face-to-face meeting.
the headings:
“What you want us to know” and
“What we want you to know”

Example 3: Cell phone vocabulary

LIBRARY

Students download a
video clip with new
vocabulary verbally given
to them. This is done via
the LMS.

Thereafter, a
dictionary should be
consulted in the
library to find the
correct spelling and
definition of the given
vocabulary.

A paragraph must be submitted online using
the vocabulary.

____________________________
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Example 4: Writing Centre Community

A community is available in the LMS.

Participation begins online with individual students and
grows to workshops with groups in a face-to-face
classroom.

Example 5: Google maps example

A treasure hunt has to be done to find locations This activity culminates in a workshop session
for pedagogical design. Students have to describe that happens face-to-face.
the route in order to reach their outcome. This is
done independent of the LMS.
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Example 6: Reflection journal (Business Management)

Students have to make a journal entry after every lecture. They are rewarded marks if they can
explain what knowledge and skills they have gained by making examples of real life situations.

8.

Conclusion

From the above discussions and conclusions made throughout the discussion followed in the paper,
the following general conclusions are stipulated:
1. Activities should be designed to be highly interactive: (connectivism).
2. CHAT becomes a working model for proper activity design.
3. Can we really say that SA youth is different from the rest of the world if they are globally
connected?
4. Aren’t the NLP strategies and behaviours the same skills which people were supposed to
practice throughout their education?
5. The subconscious mind dominates the conscious mind and these have to be in accord – we
do not want a student to be in “two minds”.
6. There are definite similarities when NLP and NWD principles are used in designing activities.
7. There is a definite need to understand the new generation of students. A possible way
forward is to clearly understand how we can incorporate NLP and NWD in our daily
interventions with students and colleagues alike.
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8. We should carefully consider the use of technology as a tool; however, technology is integral
to our technoculture.

9.

Summary

This paper presented the various interrelated theories encompassing learning and neuro design
substantiated by the analysis of an array of examples applied at the University of Johannesburg. It
further demonstrated analyses of various strategies as to point out pitfalls when merging technology
into teaching and learning, is applied against activity theory related design. The paper started with
an explanation of Connectivism as learning theory and why creative input with activity is needed
within modernisation of the technoculture we consume. Thereafter, an argument was presented on
whether the use of the Internet enhances brain activity from a UCLA study done in 2011. This
argument was followed by Shaw’s argumentative claim on the impact of technology on society
(2003). The arguments then focussed on an indicative study done by Saunders (2011) and his
findings on the Y generation of South Africa and their current trends to using technology influencing
the way in which this generation learns. The “Quick Fix phenomenon” seems to be the solutions for
these youngsters and is discussed against the background of a study done by Levis and Oosthuizen
(2012).
A discussion based on how activities should be designed, taking the arbitrary use of technology in
regard, then followed. CHAT (Cultural Historical Activity Theory) was introduced aiming at its
diagrammatic activity system. This was followed by descriptions of NLP (Neuro Linguistic
Programming) and NWD (Neuro Web Design) which cannot be overlooked when rich activities are
designed. Basic NLP techniques, NWD techniques and CHAT showed to overlap when activities are
designed to engage students in learning experience incorporating knowledge, attitudes, values, and
skills to be acquired in the South African technoculture. The paper concluded with a few examples
and ended with a summary.

The intuitive mind is a sacred gift and the rational mind is a faithful servant.
We have created a society that honors the servant and has forgotten the gift."
~ Albert Einstein
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